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In the Sandwich
Sandwiched by Blass (first place) and Rosenthal
(number last)? What type of field is that?
The answer is clear and simple: world-class.
The battle to enter the semifinals continues.
Today (two matches) and tomorrow's last round
will be decisive as to who will qualify and who
won't. Nothing has been decided yet, but one
thing is sure: the boards played are spectacular
and often brilliant. Stay tuned.

TODAY’S PLAY, 5&6

IMPORTANT!

Wednesday April 22
10.00EDT / 16.00CET

All players should enter BBO 15
minutes before their match starts at
the latest. BBO coordinator Don
Freeland is waiting for you and will
instruct you where to sit.

Donner - Gupta
Street - De Botton
Rosenthal - Blass
BridgeScanner - Russia

sign up for the newsletter and
receive your daily bulletin!
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Wednesday April 22
15.30EDT / 21.30 CET

Donner - Rosenthal
Street - Russia
De Botton - BridgeScanner
Gupta - Blass

Diamonds Are Forever
Mark Horton
After yesterday's abortive attempt to use this Bond title
I quickly spotted a deal where, at one of the tables, the
diamond suit had a key role to play.
S/EW

AJ874
82
K 10 9 6 2
8

10
Q 10 7 6 5 4
A543
A7

K9652
AK
J
J963
Q3
J93
Q87
K Q 10 5 4

DIRECTED BY MARK HORTON

Open Room
West
North

East

South

Pszczola

Hydes

Blass

Hackett

1
3
Pass

2
Pass
Pass

3
4

Pass
Pass
Pass

North led his club for the nine, ten and ace and declarer
played back the 7, South winning with the queen as
North pitched the 6. South switched to the 3 and
North took the ace and returned the four, declarer
throwing a diamond on dummy's king. When he played
the 5 (a trump is a winning defence) South ruffed with
the J and declarer overruffed, cashed the A, ruffed a
diamond and played another spade. South ruffed with
the 9 but declarer overruffed the 10 and claimed his
contract, +620.
The critical point for the defence came when North took
the A. A trump switch is a killer, but because declarer
has also lost a club trick even exiting with a diamond
works.
Closed Room
West
North
Charlsen

Drijver

2 *
Pass

2
Pass

East

South

Hoftaniska

Brink

4

1NT
Pass

2 = MultiLandy
South led the K and declarer won with dummy's ace
and played a spade, North taking the ace and switching
to a heart. Declarer won perforce in dummy, pitched a
club on the K and ruffed a spade, South discarding the
4. Declarer cashed the A, ruffed a diamond (South
following with the 8 and Q) and ruffed a spade, South
pitching the 7. Declarer cashed the Q to reach this
position:

J
K 10 9
10 7
54
-

6
J96
J
Q 10 5

Declarer has taken eight tricks, but must lose one to the
J. If he exits with a heart South wins and can cash the
Q, but must then offer up the game going trick to
dummy's J.
When declarer preferred to exit with a diamond, a
grateful North cashed two tricks in the suit for one
down and 12 IMPs.
One double-dummy way to defeat the contract is for
South to ruff spades twice - declarer can overruff both
times, but North's 8 will be promoted and there will
also be two losing diamonds.
However, as the play went, if South holds on to the beer
card, it will not help declarer to exit with a heart, as
South can then give his partner two tricks in diamonds.
South should have realised that diamonds really are
forever.
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TO CATCH A THIEF
DIRECTED BY JOSEF BLASS

To Catch a Thief
Blass v De Botton, Round 3
S/EW

By the way, East's pass was kind of disciplined. He
might have considered a double for take-out.

10 2
Q63
Q7542
10 3 2

K9764
K J 10 8
KJ97

And what about South's pass? Well, sometimes you
have to compensate for your partner and behave nice
and disciplined when he plays the Thief Card.
AQ83
972
J98
Q64

J5
A54
A K 10 6 3
A85

2 *
2
4

West

North

East

South

Drijver

Hoftaniska

Brink

Pass

1 *
Pass

4

West
Kalita

Charlsen

Dbl
Pass

No double, no trouble: NS -100.
North

East

South

Hydes

Nowosadzki

Hackett

Pass
Pass
Pass

2 **
3
Pass

1NT
dbl
Pass
Pass

* Both Majors
** Pick your longer Major and/or invitational

EW +620 and 11 IMPs stolen by the Blass gang.

* usually five (1NT would be 9-12)

Four spades is cold, but not so easy to reach after
North's jump to 4 .
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Teams/Players/Nicknames/Results/Ranking
Blass
Jacek Pszczola - pikolo
Josef Blass - bljosef
Jacek Kalita - bridge24jk
Michal Nowosadzki - bridge24mn
Sjoert Brink - SjoertBr
Bas Drijver - BasDr

Donner
Gary Donner - Gdonnersc1
Cecilia Rimstedt - CillaR
Frederik Nystrom - F_nystrom
Johan Upmark - Mostovoi
Marion Michielsen - Lady007
Per Ola Cullin - Pocken

Team Rosenthal
Andrew Rosenthal - Andrewr
Aaron Silverstein - Aarons
Chris Willenken - Junior
Jan Jansma - Jan_jansma
Boye Brogeland - boye
Espen Lindquist - Stevieg

Street
Nicolas L'Ecuyer - caucase
Paul Street - Boulevard1
Ron Pachtman - ronpa
Piotr Zatorski - dzeronimo
Fred Pollack - Fredp
Kamel Fergani - fergani

Gupta
Bauke Muller - beukertje
Simon de Wijs - sm1
Huub Bertens - H Bertens
Naren Gupta - nareng
Cedric Lorenzini - pierced
Thomas Bessis - malpaluche

Team De Botton
Jason Hackett - mutton
Alexander Hydes - itsgrim
Janet de Botton - capt lulu
Arthur Malinowski - malisuper
Thor Erik Hoftaniska - kasper20
Thomas Charlsen - tcharlsen

BridgeScanner
Konrad Araszkiewicz - konrad80
Krzysztof Kotorowicz -przedpelk
Wojciech Olanski - olanski
Vytautas Vainikonis - vainikonis
Erikas Vainikonis - Bookie_lt
Andrei Arlovich - Goblin2000
Mirhail Krasnoselskii - coreman
Georgy Matushko - matushko

Team Russia
Andrey Gromov - agromov017
Anna Gulevich - katt
Vadim Kholomeev - hollyv
Yury Khuppenen - hupp
Yury Khokhlov - yukh
Alexander Dubinin - Willis_A

RR 3
Donner - BridgeScanner
Gupta - Street
Rosenthal - Russia
Blass - De Botton

49 - 39
51 - 29
35 - 75
83 - 26

12.33 - 7.67
14.60 - 5.40
2.87 - 17.13
18.82 - 1.18

RR 4
Blass - Donner
Street - BridgeScanner
Gupta - Rosenthal
Russia - De Botton

50 - 23
31 - 75
77 - 23
50 - 37

15.39 - 4.61
2.42 - 17.58
18.56 - 1.44
12.95 - 7.05

Standings
1. Blass
2. Russia
3. Gupta
4. BridgeScanner
5. Street
6. Donner
7. De Botton
8. Rosenthal

70.77
46.25
44.64
41.04
37.78
36.32
29.62
13.58

Rules and Regulations
The numbers 1 through 4 from the round-robin will go to the semifinals. In case
of a tie in victory points:
1. the mutual result will decide
2. still equal: the most 'wins' (BAM-ish) will decide.
3. after that: the team with the highest IMP score on a board will go through
Team number 1 may choose its opponent from numbers 3 and 4. The captain will mail to info@netbridge.online
their choice within an hour after the round-robin is finished. If late then matches will be: 1 versus 4 and 2 versus 3.
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How to kibitz the Alt Invitational at BBO?
Like in the previous Alt we expect thousands of spectators at BBO. Still, how to reach a specific table? The solution though is
very simple. Just search your favorite player under his nickname and join his table.
For instance. You wish to watch today's match Blass versus Chen, especially the table where BasDrijver is gonna play. Just
search Bas under his nickname 'BasDr' and 'follow' the guy. As soon as the match starts you can take a seat at his table.
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www.bid72.com

Qu
es
ti
inf ons?
These are the 5 pillars of bid72, the premium app on bridge bidding.
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A
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Download bid72 from the App Store or Google Play and you are good to go.
a
72
.co skia
:
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1. Random hands www.bid72.com/random-boards/
unilimited number of interesting boards, with and without competitive bidding
ranking and rating
fit for any system at any level
3 weeks free trial (no strings attached)
1 month USD 3.49 / 12 months USD 28.99

2. Topic boards www.bid72.com/topics/
a set of Topic boards is dedicated to a specific piece of bridge theory
each set contains appr. 100 boards ready to bid in-app
3 levels of themes: starter/club/expert
popular themes: Jacoby Transfers, Check-Back Stayman, Gazzilli
sheets with preferred methods designed by the world’s best players and teachers
1 Topic costs 100 Bid Points
1oo Bid Points USD 1.99/ 500 Bid Points USD 6.99/ 1000 Bid Points USD 12.99

3. Bidding contests www.bid72.com/bidding-contest/
for bridgeclubs and communities
each month 8 new boards in-app
results and handrecords
free service for users with a bid72 account (even in trial)

4. Create your own boards www.bid72.com/create-and-upload-your-own-boards/
create and upload your own boards to bid72
for players, teachers and coaches to practice themed boards with partners and classes
check the link above for (low) costs

5. Basic education www.bid72.com/teachers/
sets of practice boards for starters
relevant powerpoints presentations
feedback to teachers
teachers follow their own rithm and plan
free service for students with bid72 account (even in trial)
discount for teachers on their bid72 account

